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New plan to expand existing parking 
Chris Kazor 
News Edltor 
At a meeting on Monday with 
the other vice presidents, as well 
as the deans, Vice President for 
Business Edward Schaefer and 
Vice President for Services John 
Reali presented a revised method 
of dealing with the parking prob-
lem at John Carroll University. 
The original proposal of a 
parking garage had to be discarded 
when the faculty and staff failed to 
pass a referendum which would 
have assisted in the financing 
needed for the garage. According 
tothenewplan, the current library 
and science building lots would 
be slightly extended, a new lot 
would be constructed in the area 
in front of the science building 
and between the front drive, and 
an addition would also be made in 
the space behind the library in Building and theGrasselli Library secretary and groundskeeperTom 
front of Miramar Boulevard. The addition. Another consequence is Reilley represented the staff. 
new surface parking plan could that student parking fees will not Both Cimperman and Meyer 
add as many as 268 spots to the be increased for next year. emerged from the meeting en-
campus. In an effort that the University couraged that parking fees would 
"The feeling was overwhelm- community be well-informed of not be increased and communica-
ing that the surface parking would these new developments, Schaefer lion would be improved. 
be $3 milllon cheaper [than the and Reali held a meeting with Schaefer agreed that "commu-
parking garage]," said Schaefer. members of the student body, nicationshouJdincludestudents." 
"It would also not be too much an faculty, and staff last Friday. He said a Jetter to students was a 
infringement on green space." Schaefer said "We got a chance possibility, and also suggested an 
The next step for the plan is to to hear what those representatives open meeting whereanyonecouJd 
gain the acceptance of the Board had to say and consequently we come and ask questions. 
of Trustees at their March 10 talked about communication." The faculty members present 
meeting. Then, assuming the ap- Student Union President Joe at the meeting, notably LaGuardia, 
provalofthecity,constructionon Cimpennan and freshman class felt that the meeting exposed 
the new lots could begin in May, senator Tara Meyer represented several problems which existed 
and would be completed by faJI the students at the meeting. Janet throughout this entire parking 
semester. An important effect of Larsen of the Psychology Depart- controversy. 
this plan is that , if approved, it ment and David LaGuardia of the Larsen and LaGuardia sug-
willensurethattherearenofurther English Department spoke on be- gested that many faculty mem-
delays in the future construction half on the faculty. Kathy Dolan, bers voted against the garage to 
of the Communication Arts the Communications Department protect the staff members from 
SU executive officers close '91-'92 agenda 
having to pay the parking fee 
since staff earns less than faculty. 
This concern for staff was dis-
missed by Dolan, who said that 
she fell she spoke for many staff 
membea-waena..aid &hat lhe 
parking garage would have been 
preferable to the surface parking 
plan. She urged the faculty to "let 
the staff worry about themselves." 
John Thome 
News Writer 
meeting for the 1991-92 execu-
tive officers, bills were again 
presented and Student Union 
awards were voted upon. 
The highly debated amendment 
that "disallows resident assistants 
from holding any of the executive 
offkes of the Student Union ·• was 
taken to a vote. Concerns were 
voiced as debates from both sides 
were brought up. 
"Students should not 
disempower other students" said 
Bill O'Connell, co-chairperson of 
the Student Issues Committee. 
The fact that RA's hold a po-
sition as a staff member in the 
administration gives reason for the 
amendment, said junior senator 
Greg Bauer, a presenter of the 
amendmenL 
"I think we should be autono-
mous from the administration," 
said Laura Boustani, SU senator. 
For the amendment to pass, it 
required a two-thirds vote from 
the senate. 'The amendment failed 
to pass after receiving only 10 of 
the 19 necessary votes. 
Election process amended 
Jennifer Ritter, senior senator, 
presented a bill to amend the elec-
tion process of Treasurer and Sec-
retary of the SU, stating that these 
executive positions have changed 
immensely in the past few years 
and are no longer "servants" to the 
other executive offices. 
Currently the SU senate alone 
elects the secretary and treasurer. 
This bill would allow the entire 
electing these officers. 
"Members of the student body 
have a right, and have expressed 
an interest, in voting in this elec-
t:on," states the bill. 
With little debate from the floor. 
the amendment passed. 
Ignatian core course proposed 
SU president, Joe Cimperrnan 
proposed a bill which addressed 
"Ignatian ideals"and which was 
passed by the senate. 
The bill was seeking "a de-
tailed course on Saint Ignatius of 
¥ftleWii.im»Jic;4.ia 
Ignation te.'\chings be added to the 
core curriculum of John Carroll 
University." 
Citing the need for such a course 
Cimperman said, 'There is curi-
osity on campus as to what the 
ideals are. People want to know." 
Although being added to the 
corerequirementoftheUniversity, 
it would not be a mandatory class. 
The course would be a choice of 
the student and could "fulfill one 
requirement in either the 'D' or 'E' 
section of the core." 
Uapd~ rev.iiion addre$Sed 
A bill concerning sexual orien-
tation discrimination surfaced in 
response to the absence of protec-
tion from such discrimination in 
the Student Handbook. The bill A second reason that Larsen 
called for the "need to include and LaGuardia offered for the 
sexual orientation .. .in the Hand-
boolc." in accordance with JCU's 
mission statement which states that 
"commitment to the values which 
inspired the Exercises (spiritual 
exercises of Saint Ignatius of 
See Union, page 5 
failure of the referendum was that 
no guarantees were offered for an 
improved system of reserved fac-
ulty and staff parking. 
Blake uses humor to discuss AIDS 
"What faculty is looking for is 
a lot students will not park in, and 
unauthorized and unticketed cars 
will not park in," said Larsen. 
In light of all the developments, 
a memorandum was drafted by 
LaGuardia and was presented at 
Monday's meeting. In this memo-
randum, it was suggested that the 
parking mauer be brought to an-
other vote before the faculty and 
staff, with the understanding that 
if the parking garage were ac-
cepted, faculty and staff would 




In front of a packed audience, 
Krista Blake,a 19 year old woman 
who tested positive for the mv 
virus, candidl/ revealed her 
knowledge and perceptions of 
AIDS, its ramifications and what 
it means to be mv positive. 
"I don'thaveAIDS. I am HIV 
positive," said Blake. "This has 
totally changed my life ... but ex-
cept for a few things, like having 
to do things a little slower and 
coming to some realizations, my 
life is like yours. So far." 
Bla1ce spoke to 400 people at a 
lectureatJCUonFeb. 25 as part of 
AIDS Awareness Week, which 
was sponsored by the AIDS sub-
committee of the Student Issues 
Committee. She informed them 
about the nature of AIDS and the 
effects the mv infection has had. 
Krista Blake 
She was told by her doctor that 
she should no longer attend col-
lege and should not hold a job 
because of the threat to her health. 
Simple colds and flus that the av-
erage person's immune system 
could fight off easily, area serious 
threat to those infected with HIV. 
"Those things they taught you 
in kindergarten,lilcecovering your 
mouth when blowing your nose 
and coughing, are the things that 
make you stay alive as long as 
possible," said Blake. 'That's why 
you do those stupid things you 
learned in kindergarten. You don't 
know from looking at someone if 
they're infected; if you might be 
the reason that they have to go to 
the hospital and the reason that 
they might <lie." 
Bla1ce discussed how impera-
tive it was for her to have a sense 
of humor when dealing with this 
situation. She has named the dif-
ferent parts in her life: her infec-
tion is Edith. Her catheter is 
Herman. 
See Blake, page 5 
Schaefer said that this memo-
randum had been received, but the 
consensus was to proceed with the 
surface parking plan. He added, 
however, that the topic of reserved 
parking will arise after the spaces 
are approved.' 
'The feeling of all those involved 
at last Friday's meeting was that it 
was both positive and open. 
"I think this kind of committee 
meeting should serve as a prece-
dent as far as policy making in the 
University," said Cimperman. 
. .. 
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And now to introduce 
our guest sp_ea ker. A II the 
wo. y from To. b. fin9o.1 )oufh 
Americo.. Afr •.. 
You Don't Always Get What You Pay For 
editorial 
Students deserve a say in 
speaker selection 
Recent discontent with this year's choice for a commencement speaker 
has been heatedly reflected in the Letters to the Editor section of the Carroll 
News. The senior class officers, reacting to this discontent and an apparent 
absence from the speaker selection process, passed a SU recommendation 
liM week ICQJICSI;Q&.~ .-.nt involyem=t ill- ~lftl;:t;ioo.. 
!'~'=~~~~ It is too late now to debate the choice of Archbishop Rembert Weakland 
as the May 1992 commencement speaker. However, the objections raised 
around Weakland's selection must be examined and the ambiguous pro-
cess of selecting a commencement speaker solidified for future graduating 
classes. 
The student body, and especially the graduating class, deserve an active 
role in selecting the speaker beyond just submitting a list of names. Much 
like the Distinguished Faculty Member is chosen yearly, there must be an 
established board to facilitate the nomination of candidates and to choose 
the recipient. With an established board stronger efforts would be made to 
satisfy student input as to the frnal decision of a speaker. 
A Commencement Speaker Selection Board should be comprised of 
members of all facets of the academic community. Perhaps an eight 
member board consisting of four students, two faculty members, one 
trustee, and one alumnus should be implemented. The student representa-
tives would include the senior and junior class presidents, as of spring 
Student Union elections, and one student from the senior class and one 
from the junior class. 
This selection board encompasses the perceptions of those involved in 
the commencement exercises. It is the students who graduate, the faculty 
that have developed those graduates, the trustees who manage the university, 
and the alumni who represent the university. The involvement of all on a 
selection board will ensure the suitable representation of everyone's 
interests. 
By our plan, nominations will be due to the selection board by Aprill 
of each year. At that time, the board will make a priority list of candidates 
and from that list begin to solicit a speaker. This gives the university a full 
year in which to find a commencement speaker that will please the whole 
university. 
Commencement is a special day for the graduating class. The com-
mencement speaker, therefore, should be representative of the wishes of 
that class. The establishment of a selection board and process will give the 
student body the opportunity it deserves in choosing the individual to 
address the graduating class. 
commentary 
A need to hear each other, a 
need to listen 
lives go beyond academia. 
They see us in that same classroom. 
They know whether or not we take their 
tests, what our grades are, and who asks 
them for a recommendation. But our lives 
also go beyond this. 
Both the faculty and the students seem to 
perceive one another in a we-they scenario, 
not realizing that it should be a collabora-
tive "we." We both have concerns and 
opinions about policies at Carroll; we both 
see things that we would like changed. 
After the school was informed that the 
new parking garage would be built, the 
faculty went through their channels, and 
the students went through theirs to voice 
their concerns. Those paths did not cross 
until last week when the first formal com-
municatioo ~een faculty, students and 
administration occurroo. . 
Lack of communication was also appar-
ent when the Faculty Forum (FF) held open 
hearings about the pass-fail option to obtain 
the opinions of the Carroll community, but 
students claimed not to have been informed 
about the meeting. When students did hear 
of it, some auended the hearings and found 
the faculty to be open to suggestions. 
Several FF executive committee mem-
bers, including Duane Dukes, FF secre-
tary, and Jan Larsen, FF division represen-
tative, agree that there should be more 
dialogue between students and faculty. 
''There is much to be gained by in-
creased faculty and student communica-
tion," said Dukes. "We all have a stake in 
this institution." 
"[W)e had several issues on which we 









Fr. Carl Zablotny 
Adviser 
111< c-ouNtnla publlohed WftklyduJ1ntl ao:h-by 
the ttlldet~la o( Jolul CarToU Unlwnlty. 
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SIS: l'l-COIIbct the CN oH~. 
Offtce pltoM nwrbon ara ttt6) 397-4m aNi CZ16)397-o9S. 
would have liked to have had student in-
put," Larsen said. "But no students were at 
those hearings." 
Students also agree that there should be 
more communication with, faculty because 
they have many similar concerns. 
"For too long faculty and students have 
been piued against each other," said Joe 
Cimpennan, SU president. "Students are 
looking for a betler community just like the 
faculty." 
"The only way to get your concerns 
heard is to talk to the right people," said 
Tara Meyer ,freshman senator. Meyer ,along 
with Cimperman, has attempted to bridge 
the communication gap with the faculty. 
. "I've noticed in my dealings with the 
faculty how honest and concerned the fac-
ulty are," said Rob Wagoner, chairperson 
of the SU academics committee. "The 
faculty want opinions and feedback." 
In numbers, more students are affected 
than faculty. But in time, those that remain 
from graduation to graduation have to rectify 
their campus concerns. 
In order to aid open communication, 
there should be more memos from the FF to 
the students about pertinent issues. In re-
turn, students should take advantage of the 
open hearings. Single voices can be heard 
in the crowd. rt wollf 3fSO~ p I ere Was a 
sentative from the SU to the FF, as well as 
a representative from the FF to the SU, in 
order to keep each other informed. 
The impact of our combined efforts may 
accomplish what may be too difficult for 
either group to achieve separalely. Initial 
steps have been taken. Others must follow. 
This is nota faculty or student issue. It is 
an issue that concerns all of us, and conse-
quently we all must make an effort to break 
down misconstrued perceptions and open 
lines of communication. 
It's amazing to think about what might 
happen, what we might accomplish, if we 
combine our forces and keep () rer 
infonned. ;1 ~ ~ -'0 
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Should U.S. accept Haitian refugees? 
Refugees a drain on economy We have obligation to help oppressed 
Sutton Kinter majorityofthemstillcannotspeakEnglish. Anton Zuiker 
Many are riding the welfare rolls. Most ~Ed:.:..tt::.cx~-:..!tn..::-c~hi!.!.!'e~t~---------Forum Writer 
man Catholic priest, was popularly elected 
in 1990, and then run out of the country last 
September by the military junta. The hysterical liberal media is at it again. remain less than high school educated. They Freedom. 
The clarion ca1l is being heard across the 
land to open the borders and let Haitian 
refugees alight on U.S. shores with guaran-
teed asylum. 
have contributed nothing of value to For more than 200 years the United Last year the United States waged a war 
thousands of miles away to "liberate" Ku-
wait, an oil-rich emirate. U.S. intervention 
in Kuwait has restored the tyranny of that 
country to its power and wealth. I find it 
insulting and depressing that the U.S., the 
self-proclaimed protector of freedom, con-
tinues to allow freedom to be strangled less 
than a thousand miles from its shores. 
American society. Quite simply, they are a States of America has stood as the home of 
The question is "asylum from what?" 
To qualify as refugees there must be some 
evidence of political persecution. Thus far 
the Haitians have provided no concrete 
evidence to substantiate this claim. Human 
rights and refugee rights groups have not 
documented any abuse of the returnees. In 
fact, the only claims of reprisals have come 
from the returnees themselves. It is obvious 
they are fleeing abysmal economic condi-
tions, not political persecution. 
drain on the economy. 
The majority of these refugees have 
proven unassimilable. They are in the ~e 
predicament as most third world immi-
grants. Why are 
freedom, a land where any woman, man or 
child is welcome. The symbol of that free-
dom is the Statue of Liberty, which ex-
presses to the world that no matter how 
impoverished or 
these immigrants 
accepted so blindly? pro con 
desolate one may be, 
the welcome remains. 
But Haiti's always been poor, right? 
Sure, but now they have a cover for coming 
to the "land of milk and honey," not to 
mention welfare and social degeneracy. 
One must pass a 
test to get out of high 
school, correct? So 
au 
why not proficiency tests for immigrants? 
}hey should take mandatory primer courses 
before entering our country. This would be 
best for everyone involved. 
There can be no economic asylum for 
the Haitian boat people. We must ignore the 
hysterical Hberal media's cries for sympa-
thy and understanding. They are devoid of 
reality. Too often wedivorceourconscience 
from the pragmatic. This time, let us take 
the time to consider the consequences of an 
unplanned influx of peoples. It is simple-
minded sympathy, such as Marie!, that has 
helped create the United States of Welfare. 
In the last six 
months, the United 
States has discrimi-
nately rescinded its promise of freedom to 
thousands of Haitian refugees fleeing yet 
another oppressive government. The Su-
preme Court, without pity, recently ruled 
that the refugees could be forcibly returned 
to Haiti, where a brutal military regime 
terrorizes the citizens. 
The United States should do two things. 
· First, it should allow the fleeing Haitians 
safe refuge, be that in refugee camps at the 
Guantanamo Bay (Cuba) naval base or in 
the U.S. itself. We have a moral obligation 
to protect the lives of all endangered humans. 
Then, it is imperative that the U.S. ac-
tively support the return of Aristide and his 
democracy to Haiti. The worthless sanctions 
by the Organization of American States has 
done little to speed this return. Although 
theOAS is working tore-empower Aristide, 
the military junta will continue to wield a 
power that can anytime unleash terror upon 
the Haitian people. 
You would think we would learn from 
history. Remember the Marie! boat people 
oflhe 1960's? They were bolting legitimate 
political persecution from Castro's com-
munist Cuba. Most of them found homes 
(at taxpayer expense) in south Florida. 
Thirty years later studies have found that a 
Haiti is the hemisphere's poorest nation 
and has been in a continual struggle for 
freedom for many years. 
In the late 1980's the oppressive Duvalier 
family regime was finally ousted, allowing 
the nation's first democratic elections to 
take place. Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a Ro-
The U.S. must worlc to guarantee Haiti a 
lasting freedom. 
Recovering alcoholic tells of personal, family pain 
Editor's Note: Since Fr. Lavelle's admission into an 
alcohol rehabilitation program in January, the issue of 
afr:,frm&m luiS bnn di~crused m the$e page~ atrd 
throughout campus. The following anonymous column by 
a recovering student alcoholic is offered as a personal 
perspective on this issue. 
This column is in response to Kathleen Osborne's letter 
in The Carroll News on Feb. 20. In the tradition of Alco-
holics Anonymous, I prefer to remain anonymous; however, 
for those of you who know me, you 'II recognize my words. 
The power of alcohol is a great one. It is a disease that is 
sweeping our country, and the sad thing is that we don't 
even realize it 
The reason I have found most common for people's 
drinking is escape. People seem as if they don't want to face 
some of the harder partS in life; being drunk seems to take 
it away for a little while. Please keep in mind that alcohol 
is a depressant and, even though the pain may go away for 
a short time, these feelings will return and be much worse 
than the f1CSt time. 
Believe me. 
Other reasons may be social acceptance. "Hey, my 
friends think I'm cool because I can down a whole case 
without buzzing!" The disease has also been traced through 
enzymes and has been proven hereditary. In my specific 
case, it did not skip a generation as some experts have said. 
My father was an alcoholic; he was the type we call a 
"closet case." He only drank when no one else was around 
or after everyone had gone to bed. However, his symptoms 
were still prevalent He had physical and mental problems 
as well as spiritual. This disease is almost vampiric because 
it tends to suck every ounce of life out of you. 
Let me emphasize this point strongly: AlcohoHsm af-
fects the whole family. My life had become a living hell. I 
came to abhor my father, which led me into a syndrome 
known as co-dependency. This lead to my downfall. 
My father's father died from a heart attack. Some of my 
family members said that he could no longer deal with the 
stress of my immediate family's situation. His wife died 
almosta yeartotheday after his death, her last words being, 
"I was a terrible mother." Nothing could have been further 
from the truth about her. She was suffering from depres-
sion and low self-esteem, which affects everyone suffering 
from alcohotisna. 
As an alcoholic you go through three stages. First, you 
lose your spiritual well-being. Second, you lose your 
mental well-being. Finally, you lose your physical well-
being. My dad had to be hospitalized for blood clotting and 
liver damage when I was a freshman in high school. He 
then realized that he could die if something didn't get done. 
He checked himself into a detoxification center, but he still 
didn' t admit that he had a problem or feel he had done 
anything wrong. 
Alcoholics Anonymous does 
not promise that the gates of 
heaven will open up and let 
you in, but it will open up the 
gates of hell and let you out. 
So, let this be a credit to Fr. Lavelle, who did admit his 
problem and did do something about it Father, it is men 
like you who make a difference and give us all strength. 
Thank God for you and may he bless you in your endeavor. 
My father carne into a situation known as "dry drunk" 
where the alcoholic is no longer drinking but still is 
suffering from all the problems and symptoms as if he still 
were drinking. 
This is due to one process known as denial, which 
affected me and anyone infected with this disease. 
It isn't until in what we call in a twelve-step program 
"hitting your bottom," where an alcoholic can no longer go 
anywhere else but up. I can remember when I hit my 
bottom, and I can remember when my dad hit his. 
This is where the healing process begins. It was once 
said by my sponsor in AA. "This program can only work 
ifyoudecidetowork it It'sgoing IOdeal with you and your 
problems because that is all you can fVL You can't control 
other people or change them. You can only change you. 
This program does not promise that the gates of heaven will 
open up and let you in. but it wi\\ open up the gates of he\\ ... .... ~.. 
I don' t think I've done anything harder in my life. I 
needed to regain control over me, instead of alcohol having 
control. The pain, anger, and tears, all of the negative 
feeling I had in me, needed to be worked out. Whether I 
bottled them up or just outright unleashed on people in a 
blind rage, I had to regain control of my life no matter what. 
As it says in the first step, "We admitted we were 
powerless over alcohol and that our Hves had become 
unmanageable." 
It took mea longtime to get on the right path to recovery. 
Even though I was miserable and my attitude just plain 
sucked, I was driven because it got to the point where I 
couldn't even look in themirrorbecausei hated what I saw. 
I've now been through eight years of therapy, treatment, 
and both AA and Adult Children of Alcoholics. I've 
learned to come to a relationship with my higher power 
(whom I choose to call God) that has saved my life. 
Without His help, love, and guidance I would have died. 
Therefore, I will always believe in God, no matter whaL 
I'll never forget my high school graduation where my 
dad came and held me while crying; then he told me how 
much he loved me. I told him how much I loved him. I 
thought at one point that I would never hear those words. 
I've learned to love me, and thus learned to love others. 
I've gotten in touch with my inner child and am living 
in a healthy, positive way. My case has been a fortuante 
one. Please, the next time you drink, think of all that you 
have that is good in your life. Then picture it taken away 
from you. It is not a pleasant scene. 
Don't Jet what happened 10 me happen 10 you. May God 
bless all of us and keep us. 
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Condoms fill household needs in a pinch 
Cindy Ford your feet aren't huge, you can slip the 
Forum Writer condoms, unlubricated preferably, over your 
When you look right at it, it doesn't shoes and walk home with confidence. 
seem like much: a thin transparent piece of Say you have been planning a party and 
rubber. Around here the word "condom" is on the day the big event is to take place, you 
considered a hush-hush word, muttered suddenly remember you did not buy any 
under the breath of students praying that a party favors. Panicking, you run to your 
priest doesn't overhe:tr them. bedroom dresser and find an assortment of 
I'm not going to rant and rave about how condoms. 
condoms should be made accessible to Condoms make exceptional party fa-
people who are sexually active. I'll leave vors not only for the lucky people who are 
that to common sense, and people can take preferably active, but for anybody. People 
it or leave it. I say if you need condoms then who are currently sidelined from the sexual 
marchyourlazybuttdowntoCampusDrug playfield can be satisfied too. Just rent a 
and buy a case. helium tank and buy some string. Condoms 
What I am going to write about are all make very entertaining balloons and hold 
the undiscovered uses the condom pos- the helium for days. 
sesses, untapped talent if you will. We Suppose you are going scuba diving and 
know that condoms can reduce your risk of have some loose change, but nowhere to 
catching a number of diseases. But what put it. Condoms, if tied tightly, provide 
other duties can condoms play in your life? great underwater protection. They can also 
Take the average Cleveland day. Sunny be used to hold small shells found while on 
one minute, pouring rain the next You're the dive. 
sitting in class and you notice it is begin- Condoms can also be used for scientific 
ning to rain. You sigh as you look down to research. Take a ruler and mark off half 
see that you have worn your new suede inchesonthecondom.Nownailthecondom 
shoes. outside your window. 
Fortunately you happen to have two Presto! You now measure the rainfall in 
condoms in your purse or wallet Granted if Cleveland. 
another view Tim Janchar 
'NElCOME TO MN 10C.-l:"TRO TO 
C.()M!\J1 at~ & SOPT"WA .... ~ 5 iO 
0 J(c AL 
C.OMfvTE~S ~OT INC.&..UI)£1>) 
Halloween has come a bit sooner than 
you expected. You are invited to a costume 
party but have no costume. No problem. 
Buy 40 condoms, black in color, and blow 
them up being careful not to over-inflate. 
Dress in all black clothes. Now tape the 
condoms all over your torso, front and 
back. Shazam! You now have a porcupine 
costume. 
You have left to babysit two four year 
olds. Looking around, you find you have 
nothing to entertain them with. Thinking 
quickly, you manage to find some magic 
markers and three condoms. Take the 
markers and draw faces on the condoms. 
(With three condoms you could put on a 
make-shift performance of Sleeping 
Beauty.) Slip the condoms over your fin-
gers, and you have fmger puppets. 
Suddenlyyouhavebeengiventhechance 
to go on a camping trip in the wilderness. 
You only have an hour to pack and have 
been instructed to pack light Many toilet-
ries can be stored in condoms; toothbrush, 
comb, small tube of toothpaste, contact lens 
case. And ifit is is a white water rafting trip, 
no worries, your stuff is well protected. 
You are babysitting those kids again on 
a hot summer day. They have been whining 
all day about how hot they are. Tell them to 
go put their bathing suits on. While they are 
busy, fill 10 condoms with cold water and 
tie them tightly. 
Thegameiscalled"KillerSnake."Place 
the kids 10 paces away from each other and 
give them one water filled condom each. 
They toss the two back and forth at each 
other. When the condom bursts on one of 
them they have been killed by the snake. 
So you see that condoms are good to 
have around, and in large quantities. Then 
not only will you have one if you need one 
for their real purpose, but for these other 
important reasons. 
The condom has gotten a bad rap here at 
JCU. Abstinence is the only safe sex, yeah 
we know. But if you abstain, you have no 
condoms around, and then where will you 
be when it starts to rain or when you're left 
with two four year olds who expect you to 
entertain them? 
I say you are better off having some 
around, even if you don't think you'll ever 
use them. Even if you aren't sexually ac-
tive, you need to be entertained too. 
Condoms do make excellent balloon ani-
mals. 
I think you get the point. 
SU vote totals remain a mystery 
Susanne Seekers 
Forum Writer 
So when do we get to see the real num-
bers? 
Diane Dellafiora told us in last week's 
Ca"oll News article that over 1000 stu-
dents voted in the Student Union elections. 
But what I'm curious about is how many 
votes out of that 1000 each candidate re-
ceived? Did Kevin Biacsi win because he 
had a clear majority of 1000 votes that were 
cast for the office of president? 
The Student Union claims to try to offer 
such a vastamountof information from off-
campus to enlighten and educate the aver-
age student, yet on this on-campus point 
they have left us uninformed. We have 
been expected to show no interest in the 
actual results of the elections and merely 
accept that one candidate received more 
votes. 
How many total votes were actually cast 
for each office? Did Joe Parks Jose because 
he only received 100 votes out of the 400 
that were actually cast for the office of 
president? This particular point makes a 
world of difference as far as acceptance of 
next year's president, especially after all the 
controversy that we've seen with this year's 
office holders. It is, I think, important for 
us to know whether or not Biacsi has re-
ceived a mandate from the student body. 
Virtually all other elections will provide 
some type of breakdown on the voting. In 
this year of electing a new president for our 
country, these points are continually made 
by the media. Why should this particular 
election be any different? 
Dance Marathon Dance Marathon 
Couple sign-ups in 
The Atrium March 9 - 20 
Rent a Full-Featured 
Cellular Phone 
for only 
$4.95 per month 
For details call 
Peter at 371-8631 
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LGS granted early reprieve Union 
Toro Schmidtke University Hearing Board, said 
News Editor that there is also a change in the 
The University Hearing Board elect.ion and pledging guidelines 
suspended the suspension of forLGS. BothheandBaumgartner 
Lambda Sigma Gamma after stated this as one reason the board 
LGS submiued a formal request decidcdtosuspendthesuspension. 
ask:ing the Board to review the "If they had no chance to 
sanctions of its suspension. pledge, there is a good chance that 
LGS was suspended on April the sorority wouldn't be able to 
25, 1992 for hazing violations keep on functioning," said 
that sent a freshman pledge to the Baumgartner. 
hospital with .265 blood alcohol Dawn stated that he felt that 
content LGS recognized the seriousness 
fraternitie-s. 
"LGS is speaking to other scr 
roritics and this will have an im-
mense effect." said Daum. "LGS 
realizes how scnous this wa.-; and 
will aptly convey it to others." 
Aimee Zierolf, president of 
LGS, said that she is glad the 
sorority will be able to continue 
to function. 
"I'm anxious to be on the road 
again," said Zierolf. "The soror-
ity is growing again. The pres-
sure is off a liuJe since we've 
shown that we've learned a Jes-
son." 
continued from page 1 
Loyola) promotes justice by af-
ftrming the equal dignity of all 
persons." 
The addition of sexual orienta-
tion was incorporated into the 
Handbook: at various times, but 
wasremovedbyJamesLavin, vice 
pre-sident of student affairs. 
"He doesn't feel JCU students 
are ready for this addition," com-
mented Cirnperrnan. 
After the written request was of what had happened and their 
received by Joe Farrell, dean of requirement to communicate it 
students, the University Hearing would help other sororities and 
Board met with officersofLGS,r====================== 
With an estimated 10 percent 
of the population being homo-
sexual, this means this b1ll affccL'> 
roughly 200 people on campus, 
Cimpcrman said. 
deliberated about what had hap-
pened, and eventually suspended 
the suspension. 
"Jt wasn't a rehearing of the 
case," said Nick Baumgartner, 
chairman of the University 
Hearing Board. "It was merely a 
hearing board in which to ask 
questions." 
According to both Farrell and 
Baumgartner, if any further vier 
lations shouJd occur, LGS will 
be suspended with no hearing. 
Also, the original sanctions of 
the suspension remained intact. 
LGS will continue to be on prcr 
bation, their officers must talk to 
other officers and pledge masters 
about the seriousness of having 
and new members must do 25 
hours of community service. 
Rob Daum, a student on the 
Open 'til 
4 am Fri. 
& Sat. 
Blake 
continued from page 1 
"My infection'snameisEdith. 
It goes everywhere I go, does ev-
erything I do. It almost has a 
personality," she said. "Naming 
them is a way to deal with all this 
crap. Give them human charac-
teristics-soyoucan malcefunof 
them." 
Blake contracted the HIV in-
fection when she was 16 by hav-
ing sex with a boy who had he-
mophilia and who knew he was 
infected with the AIDS virus. He 
never told Blake that he was in-
fected and Blake stresses the fact 
that it is difficult to believe your 
pltibler about- tUiher senaf .... 
tory. Practicing safe sex is the 
only way to prevent it. 





( StJ3Sy PAST~ SALADS• FROZEN YOO..m ) 
at Cedar Center 
LINDSEY'S SUBS 
321-6000 
Cedar Center • Between Pier 1 & Revco 
tirely count on for your entire life 
is you," said Blake. "The only 
person you can expect to care that 
you live as long as you do is you." 
She stressed the importance of 
taking care of personal health and 
of learning to laugh at yourself 
and to make the most out of life. 
"Instead of turning up my toes 
"There is a feeling of alien-
ation among homosexuals," said 
Bill O'Connell, one of the pre-
senters of the bill. 
"I was surprised the b1ll 
passed," said Cimperman. "But 
John Carroll is ready for th1s, we 
are not in the darlc ages any more." 
and waiting to die, I make a joke JUSTICE constitutjoo ratified 
out of staying alive," said Blake. The Constitution that was ere~ 
"The thing is, I'm not going to die. a ted by the members of JUSTICE, 
I refuse to give up." Jesuit University and College 
She also commented about Students Concerned with Em-
how little a difference there was powerment, was also brought be-
between herself and the others in fore the Senate to be ratified. 
the room. This constitution was presented 
"Icouldbeyou,"shesaid. "You to the Senate at the Feb. 18 SU 
could be me. All it takes 1s once. meeting. so senators could read 11 
And.tl d 1 IM11 ............ llfllllliiJI•I ..;;oj.,.._IIMii_....,. » ,.,._ 
sex intheworldorthebcsthigh. It The bill proposing the rat.ifi-
just has to be unprotected sex or cation also called for the estab-
unprotected drug use." lishment of a JUSTICE commit· 
15¢ Wings Tuesday & Thursday after 7 p.m. 
Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4 pm. - 7 p.m. 
Full Menu available 'til 1 a.m. on Fri & Sat 
LIVE MUSIC Friday & Saturday 
with West Side Steve 
2151 Lee Road, Cleveland Heights 




The bill was passed with liuJe 
difficulty and consequently the 
JUSTICE consutut.ion was rati-
fied. 
SU awards presented 
Student Union awards were 
also presented at this meeting. 
The Student Union person of 
the year award was given to 
Maureen McGuinness, vice presi-
dent of the sophomore class. 
"It feels good to know that hard 
work pays off," McGuinness said. 
"I think everyone in the Union 
deserves iL 
Awards for both external and 
internal SU organi1.at.ions were 
also voted upon and given out at 
the meeung. 
As an external organization, 
SAFE (Students Advocatcs For 
the Environment) received the 
award for theJr efforts on recy-
cling andenvJI"onmental concerns. 
The award given to an internal 
organization went to the Student 
Issues Comm1ttce. 
"It really legitimizes us to the 
students as well as the administra-
tion," said O'Connell. ..We are 
able toempowerstudentsand bring 
out greater awareness as well." 




\blunlee r now. 
And ~u11 .W ~mtllOf''~ 
lu~ lt$.HliX1rtg bttr. 
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Relationships take a physical beating 
Erin Gujdjoger 
Features Editor 
Editor's note: This is part two 
of a two part series. 
The one you love and adore. 
The last one in the world you want 
to harm is your boy-friend or girl-
friend. Recall how remorseful 
you feel when you and your mate 
have a verbal fighL You've hurt 
each others· feelings and scarred 
each others· heart unti 1 a resolution 
was made. 
Now imagine scarring your 
mate in a more obvious way. 
Imagine looking at your mate's 
face or arm and seeing a reminder 
of an argument that resulted in a 
bruise, a broken arm, or even a 
concussion. 
It doesn' t seem possible, does 
it? Honestly, how could you do 
that to someone you're romanti-
cally involved with? ll really 
doesn 't seem like it could truly 
happen, but it does. 
According to editors Maureen 
A. Piorg-Good and Jan E. Stets of 
"Violence in Dating Relation-
ships," about22percentof college 
students have experienced physi-
cal violence in a dating relation-
ship. 
Physical violence or abuse is a 
broad term. It could mean leaving 
a bruise or a scratch or as violent 
as causing a murder. Physical 
abuse is an act carried out with the 
intention or perceived intention of 
because they don't know other 
ways of dealing with their emo-
tions." The abuser physically 
lashes out to release his or her 
anger about the conflicL 
Some examples of what might 
cause a physically aggressive be-
"People 1vho tesort to using violence 
in a co~tflict do so because they don't 
knotv other 1vays of dealing 'lvith 
their emotions." 
causing physical pain or injury. 
In any romantic relationship 
there are bound to be conflicts 
about anything from what movie 
to go see to jealous behavior. But 
no conflict regardless of the se-
verity, justifies physical abuse. If 
physical abuse becomes a habit in 
dealing with a problem, that is an 
indication of faulty conflict man-
agement 
Kate Berrien, an advocate at 
the Templum House, says "People 
in a relationship who reson to 
using violence in a conflict do so 
-Kate Berrien 
havior are jealousy or alcohol or 
drug related situations. Berrien 
says," In these situations an abuser 
is likely to exen more violent be-
havior." 
This expression 01 physical 
abuse is another way for a mate 
involved in the relationship to ex-
press power and authority. The 
issue of control is more likely to 
enter into a relationship where the 
couple is more strongly commit-
ted to each other. One mate feels 
he or she has the right to control 
the other, therefore causing the 
other mate to give in. For the one 
being abused, it'seithergive in, or 
endure his or her mate's physical 
punishment. Neither choice is 
healthy or wise in trying to solve a 
conflict. 
Most often when it is the male 
who is inflicting the violence, it is 
done to maintain his masculine 
identity. Berrien says,"Society 
puts pressure on men to constantly 
express their masculinity, also 
making violence appear accept-
able." 
The most obvious solution to 
endingthistunnoil is to escape the 
relationship. This, however, is a 
difficult task. Often the abuser 
increases violent acts and makes 
threats on the mate's life if he or 
she attempt to leave. 
This is why shelters like the 
Templum House are available. 
Shelters like this all over the 
country provide safety and coun-
seling to the victim. These shel-
ters do not give an address to en-
sure protection. 
Victims who come from these 
physically violent relationships are 
scared and have never had the 
opportunity to make their own 
decisions. These shelters provide 
support groups to help get these 
victims back on their feet again 
physically and emotionally. These 
groups are based on principles of 
authority, which are inherent in 
self-help and peer suppon. 
The longer a victim waits to act 
the worse the violence will get. 
And it will continue to be that 
much harder to escape the rela-
tionship. Don't be fooled, the 
romantic love model implies that 
love will conquer any problem. 
If you are a victim of physical 
abuse, love will not repair the cuts 
and bruises or worse that has been 
inflicted upon you. That "love" 
will not solve the problem. The 
love you must have for 
yourselfwill get you on the road to 
recovry. Leaving therelationship 
and getting help is the only way to 
heal the wounds inside and out. 
The National Domestic Hotline 
at 1-800-333-SAFE has trained 
advisors, 24 hours a day ready to 
listen and refer you to counselors. 
Closer to Carroll, the Templum 
House at 631-2275 is ready to 




A play depicting "The Meeting" of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
and Malcolm X will be held 
TONIGHT 
Thursday, February 27 
New Conference Room 
8:00p.m. 
$2.00 John Carroll Community 
$3.00 Public 
Sponsored by the Student Union, Student Activities, and Multicultural Affairs 
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news quiz Unity needed for Commonwealth 
1.) The official press has 
called on to tum toward 
clemcnLS of capitalism and 
cmphaslZceconomtcgrowlh. 
a) Russia; b) Chma; 
c) Croatia; d) Poland 
2.) Opposition forces have 
called for the entry of _ 
into the United Nations. 
a) Taiwan; b) Hong Kong; 
c) Serbia; d) Croatia 
3.) Canada used the idea 
of a worsening economy to 
persuade _ to stay in the 
confederation. 
a) Nova Scotia; 
b) Montreal; 
c) British Columbia; 
d) Quebec 
4.) The Agricultural Min-
ister for President Meles 
Zcnawi, ofEthiopia, said that 
if peace holds and the people 
are encouraged, Ethiopia 
should be able to feed itself 
in_years. 
a) 5; b) 10; c) 15; d) 20 
""'-': I) 1!12) a; 3) 6; <I) b 
Camp;lcod by: Slepbonio Slanina 
Erin Ducey 
World Vrew Writer 
At the Wmt.er Olymptc's clos-
ing ceremonies last Sunday, the 
noticeable absence of the Soviet 
Union's red flag with hammer and 
sickle again reminded the world 
of the dramatic political changes 
sweeping across the world. 
Athletes from the Common-
wealth of Independent States 
gathered under the Olympic nag 
because, as yet, one national nag 
has not been created. But the lack 
of a flag is not the only thing 
plaguing the Commonwealth. 
Standing in its path to political 
victory is an Olympic-sized ob-
stacle- unity. 
Poor economic health remains 
the primary factor contributing to 
the seemingly infmite downward 
spiral of economic health. 
John Carroll University dean 
of Arts and Sciences,Dr.Frederick 
Travis teaches a history course 
entitled "U.S., Soviet. and Russia 
Relations." Travis said, "If the 
economic conditions are not re-
solved soon, there is Lhe possibility 
of political destabilization." 
Since the economic situation is 
Please see Captain Michael P. Starich 
on March 1 0 at the Atrium 
from 1 0:30am·2pm 
or call (216) 678·4290. 
the foremost concern, political 
decistons invariably revolve 
around it. 
Travis point.<> out that Lhe two 
are nearly inseparable at Lhis stage. 
He explains Lhat it is the economy 
which is causing the 
Commonweal Lh 's instability, not 
its political organization. "The 
democratic bodies are funcuon-
ing fairly well," said Travis. 
Indeed, the Commonwealth 
has already assumed Lhe Soviet 
Union's role in the United Na-
tions, where each of Lhe 11 repub-
lics has been recognized. 
Russia has taken the former 
USSR's permanent seat on the 
U.N. Security Council, and it is 
expected that the other republics 
will take turns rotating through 
the remaining positions as do the 
olher U.N. members. 
But because Russia occupies 
the permanent seat, many see this 
·photo byO>rioliDe liwoyt 
Dr. Frederick Travis 
as yet another attempt by Russia 
- specifically by President Boris 
Yeltsin - to dominate Lhe other 
republics. Some also cite Russia's 
domination of nuclear forces -
despite a Commonwealth agree-
ment to control them by point 
command-as an example of the 
largest republic attempting to 
dominate the smaller ones. 
However, other decisions have 
been made so that, in time, each of 
the Commonwealth's members 
will operate its own army. 
It is the emergence of a clear, 
central figure that has left many 
susp1cious of YelLSin. Since his 
defiant display of leadership last 
August against coup plotters, 
Y eltsin has been viewed as the 
heavyweight in all Common-
weallh developments. 
Travis agrees that the U.S. 
should be cautious in its associa-
tions with him. However, he ap-
proves of the direction in which 
Yeltsin has led the republics. 
Though some have been criti-
calofplansforWesternaid, Travis 
said, "I feel that substantial assis-
tance should be given." He em-
phasizes the importance of devel-
oping friendly relations with the 
Commonwealth, as well as help-
ing to insure its survival. 
Moscow police halt communist rally 
Elizabeth Shogren 
e 1992. Los Angeles Times 
MOSCOW - Police bran-
dishing nightsticks clashed Sun-
day with hard-line Communist 
demonstrators as they tried to force 
their way to the Kremlin to mark 
the 74t.h anniversary of the Red 
Anny.Itwasthefi.I'Sttimeviolence 
has been used to control a mass 
demonstration since President 
Boris N. Yeltsin's election. 
The protesters, chanting 
"Yeltsin Resign!'' and calling for 
a return of Soviet power, were 
beaten with rubber truncheons as 
they tried to shove their way past 
police barricades on the city 'smain 
shopping avenue, Tverskaya 
Street 
Dozens of protesters suffered 
bruises, concussions and other 
injuries, but no one was hospital-
ized and there were no arrests. At 
least 18 policemen were injured, 
none seriously, according to 
Vladimir Kogut, a Moscow police 
duty officer. 
The violence was sparked when 
about 3,000 demonstrators carry-
ing red Soviet flags and portraits 
of Bolshevik leaders V.I. Lenin 
and Josef Stalin demanded to hold 
a rally in honor of Red Army Day, 
now officially called Armed Ser-
vices Day, outside the Kremlin. 
Moscow Mayor Gavriil Popov 
had banned demonstrations in the 
city center and posted thousands 
of police with truncheons and 
shields to prevent anti-government 
rallies from disrupting the official 
holiday celebration. 
Yeltsin, Vice President 
Alexander V. Rutskoi, other top 
Russian officials and top military 
brass placed wreaths on the tOmb 
of Lhe unknown soldier next to the 
Kremlin wall. 
A couple of blocks away, sev-
eral demonstrators holding large 
Soviet flags charged into a cordon 
of police. Other protesters tried to 
knock over a large truck that 
blocked Lheir path, while thou-
sands of others gave Lhem verbal 
support by shouting: "Yeltsin is a 
Fascist!" and "So-viet-sky So-
yuz!" Russian for Soviet Union. 
Atone point. a 16-year-oldboy 
dressed in military clothes clam-
bered atop a truck in the barricade 
and unfurled a large red flag with 
a portrait of Lenin. Special troops 
wearing helmets pounced on the 
teen-ager, hiuing him wilh trun-
cheonsandkickinghirn wilh heavy 
booLS. 
Later, his face still puffy and 
pink from tears, the blond, blue-
eyed schoolboy was surrounded 
by old ladies who smolhered him 
wilh kisses and praised his brav-
ery. 
"I stood up there because I 
support Communism, I support 
Lenin," the boy, German V. 
Lopatin, said. "And I am sure we 
will be victorious in Lhe end." 
Lopatin echoed the sentiments 
of many in the crowd by criticiz-
ing the democratically-elected 
authorities' use of police force to 
stamp out Lheir demonstration. 
"To them, democracy is beat-
ing people in the face," Lopatin 
said. "We carne here wilh bare 
hands for a peaceful demonstra-
tion, and Lhey punched us in the 
snout Is Lhis normal?" 
Ireland shaken by rape victim's plight 
Richard O'Mara 
101992. The Baltimore Sun 
DUBLIN - There is a de-
pressed and beleaguered young 
girl somewhere in this city who 
has shaken Ireland to its roots. 
Sheis 14yearsoldandpregnant 
through rape. She has been con-
strained by the Irish High Court 
from traveling to England for an 
abortion. 
The pain of her predicament is 
seen as the worst possible out-
come imagined by those whoop-
posed Lhe amendment put into the 
Irish constitution by referendum 
in 1983 Lhat prohibits abortion. 
"We feel we've become the 
laughingstock of the civilized 
world," said Dr. James Loughran, 
who runs a family planning clinic 
in Dublin. 
The same government that re-
strained her urgedhertoappeal to 
the Supreme Court. The Supreme 
Court will hear the case this week. 
The government, headed by 
new Prime Minister Albert 
Reynolds, promises to pay her legal 
fees, which means the government 
is paying to have itself sued. 
If Lhe Supreme Court does not 
overturn the injunction, the gov-
ernment has pledged to provide 
free medical and psychiatric care 
to help the victim bring her preg-
nancy to term. The girl has hinted 
at suicide, which makes the whole 
case so much more painful. 
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Teacher writing workshop held at JCU 
Carolyn Senne_tt __ _ 
Campus L fa Eotor 
"What We Talk About When 
WeTalkAboutTcachingWritmg" 
was the tlv·mc of a t.cachers' con-
ference on Saturday, Feb. 22 ~· 
John Carroll University. 
Over 60 t.cachers from JCU, 
Notre Dame College of Ohio, 
Cleveland State University, 
Ursuline College, University of 
Akron, and Case Western Reserve 
attended the conference. The day 
was broken up into five sessions, 
and topics included classroom 
conversation, the pros and cons of 
teaching formal grammar, critical 
reading and writing in Freshman 
composition, new approaches tO 
research papers, building student 
and professor relationships, grad-
ing in the classroom, and a student 
panel's perspective on writing. 
David Klooster, Director of 
Composition at JCU, during his 
welcoming address, described the 
conference as a practical day tO 
celebrate the teaching of writing 
and also a chance for teachers tO 
step back and think about what 
teaching writing means. 
The pleasure in a writing class, 
Klooster explained, IS the oppor-
tunity to work personally wilh 
studenL'\ on a one to one level. He 
h<ls oflen heard students from large 
UfllverSilleSCOmment that it is only 
m an English class that Lhe teacher 
knows the student by name. 
A writingcourseisachallcngc 
for teachers' professional devel-
opment, Klooster said. The first 
challenge IS the "collecting mode." 
Th1s involves galhenng and shar-
tng ideas to find a "theoretical 
coherence and base." 
By experimenting wilh differ-
ent methods of teaching, Klooster 
explained, "We try tO work to-
ward a common purpose and 
cause." 
Writing is a process of change, 
Klooster said. Students' work 
changes through revisions and 
education. A writer also has a 
power to change our society and 
our world, Klooster said. 
Klooster challenged teachers 
tO rethink the place of writing in 
the university. 
"No one is more qualified than 
writing teachers tO fmd the right 
place for a writing course in the 
university," Klooster said. 
Student panel dicusses writing experiences 
Meghan Gourley 
Campus Ute Ass1stant Editor 
Mrs. Gail Eubanks led the third 
session in the Writing Teaches' 
Conference this past Saturday held 
at John Carroll. Th1s seminar, 
cmitled "Teaching Writing: A 
Student's Perspecllve," held a 
panel of eleven students who spoke 
f corn their own ex periencc.~ in the 
effectiveness of peer-editing, 
workshops,journals, and revising 
techniques. 
Tom Kasparsaidthatlhespon-
taneous writing in high school 
"kept him moving." 
Sophomore Nora Mackin re-
caJled the "dreaded five paragraph 
essay" with the introduct.ion,thrce 
body paragraphs and a conclu-
sion. 
"They were tedious and pain-
ful," she satd. 
Also discussed was th<.! prob-
lem between allowing creativity 
and at Lhc same time following a 
structured outline. 
But P J. Hruschak remembered 
the most stifling part ofh1s wntmg 
career to be back in junior high. 
Upon ripping the last page out of 
a book, his teacher asked him to 
finish the story himself. 
"It was totally grammatically 
mcorrect," said Hruschak, "buts he 
said it was bcauuful." 
Probably the most controver-
sial issue wa~ peer-editing. The 
students were split between the 
pros and cons, some claiming Lhat 
peer-editing only works when it is 
solicited and others staling that it 
was Lhe most bcnchcial part of 
their English cla~sC.'\. 
Butthecnt.ire panel agreed Lhat 
the best way to learn to write is to 
read and wntc constantly. 
Nora Mad .. m suggested that 
keeping a journal is very benefi-
cial. 
Also, students expressed that 
requiring one major paper for a 
class is a waste of Lime. 
"Five 3-page papers are more 
benefictal Lhan one 10-page pa-
per," srud Missy Carbone. 
CSU Professor responds to radic al essay content 
Kristin Kunzman 
Campus Life Writer 
Cecile Brennan, an English professor at Cleve-
land State University, outlined her strategies for 
dealing with radical essay content on Saturday, Feb. 
22, in the President's O'Dea Room as part of the 
Writing Teachers' Conference hosted by John Car-
roll. 
In her presentation entitled "Techniques for re-
sponding to Extremist Content in ComJX>sitions," 
Brennan focused on a negotiating process that builds 
the professor/student relationship to help redirect the 
student's unacceptable essay topic. 
cording to Brennan, these students' diverse back-
grounds lead to a gap in acceptable essay topics. 
Some have included radical racist and JX>Iitical opin-
ions. Because of this, Brennan explained that the 
goal of Lhe teacher should be to move the student's 
writing style to one that appeals to a w1der audience. 
From th1s point, Brennan suggested that Lhe pro-
fessor and student work LOgeLher to develop possible 
revisions that would better present Lhe student's 
opinion to Lhe intellectual audience. 
"Students have to be allowed to think and to 
maintain part of their opinion,'' Brennan said, "but 
an extreme opinion presented '" the academic 
..... 
-
Notre Dame professor 
speaks at JCU 
. ..... . .. -~,.-·~~-
Elizabeth McDonald 
Campus Ute Writer 
Michael J. Buckley, SJ. ad-
dressed Lhe John Carroll Univer-
sity community last Thursday, 
Feb. 20, 1992, in a speech en-
titled "Christian Humanism and 
Human Misery: A Challenge tO a 
Jesuit University." 
Buckley is a theology profes-
soratNotreDameUniversityand 
the current Theological Advisor 
for the United States Conference 
of Catholic Bishops. 
He recalled the meeting of Je-
suits held on December 2, 1974. 
At this meeting they discussed 
the problem of losing a Catholic 
perspective in everyday life 
caused by the changing world 
and its shifting priorities. 
Recalling one of the most evi-
dent problems, Buckley said. 
"Much of the Society [ofJesus 
] effons were too much associ-
ated with the fmancia1ly com-
fortable." 
The 1974meetingbegananew 
quest for the Society of Jesus, for 
it demanded review, 
acknowledgement, and reform. 
Allhough colleges and universi-
ties took on the challenges of the 
Limes, Buckley said, the Society 
has made important advances. 
One such advance is the expan-
sion of the Jesuit volunteer corp. 
But Buckley feels there is still 
much more that can be accom-
plished and he sees the key within 
the educational system, as did St. 
Ignatius, the founder of the Soci-
ety of Jesus. "By 
the end of his life, he [Ignatius) 
had seen critical changes come 
through education. Il was for this 
reason he was inspired to establish 
the modem Jesuit university," said 
Buckley. 
As Buckley pointed out, a pri-
ority of Ignatius' in establishing 
the universities was a strong basis 
in liberal arts. For education and 
training in the arts, according to 
Ignatius, makes one "fully hu-
man." 
But Buckley realizes what a 
challenge it is tO live up to the 
traditional values of the Jesuits in 
our society today. 
"Often, we are simply not 
willingtoworkforamorehumane 
and just world," Buckley pointed 
OUL 
Most imJX>rtantly, Buckley was 
adamantly opposed to the common 
attitude of social disparity which 
he defincdlhe philosophy of, "Be-
cause you can't do everything, 
you don' t do anylhing." 
Buckley is hopeful for the fu-
ture of the Society and anticipates 
success. 
"Jesuituniversitiesconfrontan 
enormous challenge," he said, "but 
it is also an opportunity." 
selves working side by side au.ac.king the problem 
and not each other," Brennan explained. 
She focused on examples from her flTSt quarter 
freshman English class for non-native English 
speaking students to illustrate her techniques. Ac-
Brennan was questioned as to whal ro do if a 
student will not comply w1th her suggestions. She 
explained Lhatstudents grades should be determined 
by the1r willingness and abiluy tO reconcile their 
views with the academic audience. 
question of the week: -------------------------------, "Where is Waldo?" 
Meg Pinkerton 
Senior 




"Look1ng for U2 tickets." 
Kelly Manna 
Freslunan 
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Biacsi emphasizes communication need 
Carolyn Sennett 
Campus Ufe Ecftor 
Kevin Biacsi, the newly elected 
Student Union president, has seen 
the need for change in the SU and 
the student body. Biacsi feels he 
is the person to implement those 
changes. 
"It is easy to forget that we arc 
all students working together," 
Biacsi said. "We lose the concept 
that before we are a member of a 
club or organization, we are a stu-
dent and, before we are a student, 
we are a person." This is the 
philosophy Biacsi holds true for 
himself and what he hopes will 
follow down the line through the 
SU and student body. 
Bridging the communication 
gap between the SU and adminis-
tration is one ofBiacsi's goals. To 
solve this problem, Biacsi wants 
to invite the faculty, administra-
tion, and security to more social 
events, continue to circulate the 
monthly SU newsletter, and have 
more students attend the Faculty 
Forum. 
"A lack of communication 
breeds a lack of respect," Biacsi 
said. "We have to take the initia-
pbolo CO<Jrtooy or IC.c:vill Biocti 
Kevin Blacsl, the newly 
elected Student Union 
president, said "There's 
nothing I can't do once I put 
my mind to it." 
live to increase communication." 
Withinthestudembody,Biacsi 
wants to increase communication 
by having more organizations 
work together. Biacsi said this 
will create more student involve-
ment 
He is working with the 
fundraising committee to imple-
ment events to be co-sponsored 
with other organizations in order 
to raise money for the SU. 
Biacsi also wants a communi-
cation link between commuters 
and dorm students. The commut-
ers he knows do not feel a part of 
the JCU community. 
"It would be a powerful mes-
sage to a commuter for dorm stu-
dents to say they're concerned," 
he said. 
Biacsi describes this year as a 
pivotal year. Many new issues 
were raised and new commiuees 
formed. This needs to continue he 
said. However, Biacsi believes 
the social activities at JCU have 
taken a "step back" to the issues. 
A balance of both social activities 
and issues is needed, Biacsi said. 
The role of the president, B iacsi 
said, is to interpret what the SU 
and student body want to do. 
"It is not a power position," he 
said. 
Previous to being elected 
President, Biacsi was a SU sena-
tor. He admitted that the presi-
dency was a big step, but he feels 
he can handle the position. 
"There is nothing I can't do 
once I put my mind to it," Biacsi 
said. 
He gives his family credit for 
building his self confidence. 
"My family is very supportive. 
They allow me to think on my 
own but guide me," said Biacsi. 
His personal strong points 
which he brings to the presidency 
is his dedication to service and his 
ability to step back and mediate 
any conflict. 
When Biacsi is not carrying 
out his governmental duties, he 
enJOYS participating and watching 
theater. He has appeared in three 
JCU performances, Holiday, The 
Crucible, and Baby. He also en-
joys all types of music, skiing, and 




Campus Life Writer 
Attention students, practice 
your spike, dig, and jump serve. 
The 3 on 3 Volleyball Tourna-
ment is coming. 
The sophomore class is spon-
soring the 3 on 3 Volleyball 
Tournament March 13-15 in the 
Intramural Gym. Registration fee 
is $16. 
Friday, February 28 is the last 
day to register your four-member 
team. Students can only register 
during lunch in the Rec Plex. 
The tournament will consist 
ofthreedifferentdivisions: men, 
women, and coed. Coed games 
will be 4 on 4. The tournament 
will bedoubleelimination and the 
finals of each division will be the 
best of three. 
According to Sophomore 
Senator Brian Dirk, "HaJf of the 
money taken in will be awarded to 
the first and second place teams in 
each division.and the other half 
will go to the Rainbow Babies and 
Children's Hospital." 
So whether you will spend 
spring break having fun in the 
sun, or on the sofa at home, sign 
up and start practicing! 
~~-~~~~~~~="-;-~!I'he Aluinni Board & ~,_.....,_.._.,~!"!'Y- -~~..,.=,....,.,._~ 
Leadership Council of John Carroll University 
Cordially Invite 
All undergraduate students to IDeet 
with the01 for an hour to discuss students' ideas 
on how to i01prove the University, and hear students' 
.. ~ suggestions for enhancing the quality of student life. 
Saturday, March 14, 1992 . 
11:30 a.Dl. - 12:30 p.01. 
Commuters - Murphy Room, SAC 
Resident Halls - 5rd Floor, New, Center Lounge or 
2nd Floor, Millar, Center Lounge 
Please call the Alumni Office at 397-4322 if you are interested in meeting with the Board. 
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Cleveland Orchestra: truly a royal repast 
Mike Thomas 
Entertainment Editor 
Attending a performance of 
The Cleveland Orchestra is much 
akin to consuming a well-bal-
anced, prudently prepared meal 
at a fine restaurant. 
First, the appetizer, perhaps 
Webem or Haydn to whet the 
palate. Next, the main course of 
Mozart, Beethoven, Weill or any 
numberofsuitabledelicaciesfrom 
a menu with seemingly Umitless 
options. 
Finally, after the last morsel 
lingers Ustlessly in the air like the 
gustatorial sensation of a tender 
filet, it is time for dessert. 
Under the superb directorship 
of Christoph Von Dohnanyi, the 
Cleveland Orchestra has played 
to packed houses around the world 
at the most prestigious perfor-
mance halls including the local 
landmark. Severence Hall. 
As a team, Dohnanyi and the 
Orchestra have made more than 
thirty recordings for Decca/Lon-
don and the Cleveland-based 
Telarc label. It is this prominence 
~or OcvclazJd On:be.ltro 
Christoph Von Dohnanyi director of the Cleveland Orchestra. 
coupled with a world-class sound 
that have made the Cleveland 
Orchestra the most recorded or-
chestra in the country and the only 
one with a residency at the inter-
nationally reknowned Salzburg 
music festival in Austria. 
Last Thursday at Severence 
College radio rears its head 
Hall, the orchestra once again 
dazzled ears with an amazing per-
formance of Haydn's Symphony 
No.l2, WeiU'sandBrecht'sSeven 
Deadly Sins, and Schumann's 
Symphony No.2. 
Perhaps the most riveting por-
tion of the night was the stupen-
dous interpretation of Weill's 
Seven Deadly Sins. 
With international opera vir-
tuoso, soprano Anja Silja, the or-
chestra performed the piece 
publically for the first time. 
Accompanied by four other 
magnificent male voices, Silja 
glided effortlessly between notes 
with the ease of a veteran figure 
skater on newly polished ice. 
Each of the "sins" is put to 
different music and the seven in-
dividual numbers are framed by a 
prologue and an epilogue. The 
central story centers around Anna, 
a small-town girl who journeys to 
the big city in search of life. This 
musical masterpiece records her 
trials along theway. 
While the vocals were sung in 
German, an overhead translation 
was provided for patrons unfa-
miliar with the language and a 
written translation could be found 
in the evening's program along-
posing of each were provided. 
With each vivace, stacano. 
legato and allegro, the crowd re-
acted differently, someumes ap-
plauding, at other moments, silenJ 
with admiration and awe. 
At the end of Silja's perfor-
mancc,shewassummonedtothree 
curtain calls by thunderous ap-
plause and vociferations of 
"bravo!" from the crowd, as her 
husband, Christoph Von Dohnanyi 
caressed her gently on the cheek 
in subtly tender praise. 
When the final notes of the 
perfonnance echoed in the cav-
ernous expanse like the full-bod-
ied bouquet of a vintage wine, and 
the patrons cheered once more for 
their hometown heroes, the 
evening would come to an even-
tual close. 
Those who auended this gour-
met meal were sated, but not per-
manently. For everyone knows 
that when one indulges in sucb a 
splendid repast, the hunger is 
never diminished. 
*The Cleveland OrchesJra 
performs for most of the ye.ar at 
Severence 1 I all onE uclid AvenJ~.t:. 
Ticket prices vary aruJ can be or-
dered in advance or subscribed to 
ar ri te Severence //all box office 
... -
Entertainment Writer 
gjf~ ~.~~a.w;uw~.li.~~iil'U~~s~~.U& ... ~;w~'--~ SJde biogiaphies of 111e compos-
staggering. The thought of tuning trend setting selections. These are ers. Additionally, detailed de-
PtinrltJN-----.. t:IIIII'Zn-.IUL ._,--,............-
I'm a commuter and last week 
while I was driving home to my 
humble abode in the suburbs I 
decided I had had enough. 
Listening to WMMS and 
WONE can give one a headache 
commentary 
after a prolonged period of listen-
ing. These commercial stations 
driven by the money of the ad-
vertisers play the top 10 songs in 
the nation over and over until this 
once pleasant, uplifting song be-
comes the source of a first-rate ear 
ache. 
So after hearing Nirvana's 
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" for the 
millionth time I decided to give 
this mysterious creature called 
college radio a try. 
I flipped on John Carroll's 
WUJC, and I'm glad I did. I tuned 
in during a metal show and heard 
songs rarely heard on commercial 
radio. My favorite Metallica song 
of all time 'Fade To Black' was 
actually playing over public air-
waves. Where has this station 
been? 
College radio has been given a 
bad rap. Most people consider it 
second rate and would not even 
consider tWling in. But I have 
found some good reasons to listen 
every once in a while. 
First, the mix of music from 
••Studentticlcetsart!availabk 
l·n one hour and hean'ng Slayer the type of songs that inspire ' scriptions of the pieces, including 
then the next hour hean·ng Bob tomorrow's Eddie VanHalensand 
for most performanct!s and are $9 
Marley is not uncommon. Stevie Ray Vaughns. 
Unlike current commercial ra- Even with this shortcoming, 
dio, which is extremely middle of college radio is probably the best 
theroad,collegeradiogoesouton deal around. Forget the 'Buzzard 
tangents and provides the audience Break-out' and other shows on 
with the music they want to hear. commercial radio of that nature, 
Secondly, the college radio because over the pasuen years the 
stations play song after song artists that have had the most im-
without the interference of a pact on the music world were 
commercial after every three or staples of college radio. 
four tunes. REM was popular along the 
But for all of its advantages southern Atlantic coast, just as 
there are of course, disadvantages. Metallicahad acultfollowing from 
The ftrst of them being that the the Southern California college 
stations seem to just ignore all of scene. 
the mainstream stuff. Current acts like Nine Inch 
Whilecollegeradioissupposed Nails and Nirvana are bound to 
toexperimentwithnewenangents reap from the rewards of rock 
of the music industry, let us not stardom. 
forget where these bands got their So tonight, on the way home, I 
original inspiration. will most certainly have WUJC 
If it were not for Eric Clapton tuned in. If I like the song that's 
our underground of 'feel playing on, I'lllisten to it, no matter if it's 
guitarists' might not have been reggae, metal, or modem. 
inspired and Jane's Addiction and Likewise, I urge all who en joy 
Nine Inch Nails (just to name a music to give college radio a try. 
few) might not have evolved into Approach it with an open mind. 
the bands of today. You never know what you might 
For all we know, Perry Farrell discover. 
might have been singing Sinatra *Entertainment-oriented com-
covers in cheap dives, so come on mentaries such as this are wei-
guys, don't ignore all mainstream corned by the Entertainment page. 
music. The vi~s expressed in this and all 
I don't mean to ask for a New fwure commentaries are not nee-
Kids on the Block hour, but when essarily the views of the Carroll 
making play lists, don 'tcompletely N~s. 







Summering in Pittsburgh? 
DUQUESNE'S 1992 SUMMER SCHEDULE OFFERS: 
• TRANSFERABLE COURSES • 
"' ACCELERATED SESSIONS • 
"' START DATES MAY THRU JULY"' 
Ask about our wide variety of Science Courses, 
LAnguage Courses and Trips! 
Registration is EASY-
by FAX, phone, mail, or in person 
INTERESTED? 
CALL 1-800-283-3853 
for your complete 
SUMMER 1992lNFORMATlON PACKAGE 
--
--
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Religion teacher works toward equality 
Moni~g_ ::..M~er'-'-el=la=-----­
Protites Wnter 
A genuine concern for and in-
terest in humanny are qualities 
that are manifested in Kathryn 
Huey's life. 
As a John Carroll University 
lecturer, Huey teaches Christian 
Sexuality, but has taught Moral 
Decision Making and Introduc-
tion to Religion in the past 
"This is a world that docs not 
seem to know right from wrong, 
and I'm gladthatlmightbeablc to 
help in my comer of the world," 
Huey said. 
Sheadrnits"thatsomestudents 
need to be challenged, some need 
me to show them compassion, 
others need both. I try to meet 
them where they need me to be; I 
try to see their struggles." 
Huey loves JCU. 
"I loved it the ftrSt day and I'll 
love it the day I wallc out" 
However, separating from the 
students at the end of the semester 
is a struggle for her. 
Mrs. Kathryn Huey 
'Til never know how my stu-
dents tum out; I find it painful the 
last day to let go." 
Huey graduated from Walsh 
College in Canton, Ohjo, with a 
bachelor's degree in European 
History. Shereceivedhermastcrs 
degree in religious studies at JCU 
and has taught here for three years. 
"I came to John Carroll and 
was introduced to feminist theol-
ogy," Hucy said. "I've pursued it 
ever since." 
According to Huey, feminism 
is "the lifework of those who be-
lieveinthefullhumanityofwomen 
and try to bring it out as a reality in 
every area of this world." 
Her husband, Chuck, agrees 
with her feminist concerns. 
"Not only does he claim to be a 
feminist, he lives it," Huey said. 
"There's no inequality between 
us. He is as involved with the 
family as I am." 
Huey had a suict Catholic up-
bringing and sees, in todays soci-
ety, the rejection of the harsh le-
galistic ethic. She is concerned 
that the world has gone in the 
oppositedirectionandhasnoethic. 
"It should have been replaced 
by an ethic of being," Huey said. 
"Students seem to want more than 
no sexual ethic, they need values 
that will fill their life experience 
with meaning." 
Huey also hopes "that they'll 
hear the things I say about fcmi-
nism and remember them 20 years 
from now. I've seen enough suf-
fering on !ttc part of women to 
know we need feminism." 
When teaching Christian eth-
ics, she tries to present more than 
one side. 
"I can never be neutral about 
believing in God and my values," 
Huey said. 
"There is a 'sacred canopy' over 
the world. I don't ever Jet go of 
that" 
Huey was born and raised in 
Canton, Ohio. She is the middle 
child of nine siblings and is the 
oldest daughter. 
"Once I studied feminism, I 
saw the relevance of it in my life," 
Huey said. "More importantly, I 
realized that gospel values call 
me to side with the oppressed, and 
women are definitely oppressed." 
She is active in the small faith 
community of Womenehurch. It 
is "part of a larger movement of 
women seekjng more woman-
centered modes of worship." 
Huey and her family attend St. 
Thomas Aqwnas Catholic Church 
m mner-city Cleveland. 
She has three ch1ldren: two 
sons, John (Beau) 17, and Doug 
14, and a daughter, Kathryn 11. 
She is very concerned and busy 
with her children's activities. 
"The things I teach in my class 
are more urgent to me, because I 
have children of dating age. I 
worry about the impact of sexual 
mores on them." 
With her personal time, Huey 
likes to read, watch movies, and 
work in photography. 
In the future, she would like to 
write. 
"My aunt used to teU me 
'someday you'll write.' I have 
ideas and feelings that I need to 
express, and I hope it makes the 
world a beuer place." 
Her advice to John Carroll 
students is to "have open hearts 
and open minds. 
"This is the time to be open to 
ideas." 
AIDS work • • 1nsp1res Macaluso to become doctor 
~on Goi.Jrl_e-....Y'-----
campus Ufo Ass!. Edttor 
Tbo~ was Aiabica: a 
place where the most di verse of 
people come together for cafe 
mocha and chocolate cheesecake. 
A newcomer would probably 
chuckle at the variety of people 
who go there, but after a few vis-
its, anyone can see that those 
people we scoff at are no different 
than anyone else. Or arc they? 
Nevertheless, sophomore 
Michelle Macaluso told me her 
story that day. 
"Don't you want to know what 
my big life plans are?" she eagerly 
asked. Though unsure about what 
exactly her major/minor will be, 
she has thercstofhcr lifeplanned. 
Presently. she is a psychology 
major and an English minor. "Pre-
medon the side," she said. Though 
we j<'ked about practicing medi-
cine JS a career to "fall back on, .. 
being a doctor is becoming a 
dream for Macaluso. 
''1 baven'l decided wbal kilfl 
of doctor I wan110 be, but I know 
that I don't want to be a surgeon." 
After graduating from medical 
school, Macaluso hopes to open 
her own practice and run a govcr-
mentally-funded clin1c where 
volunteers will donate one day a 
weclc to the less fortunate. 
"Whatever happens, happens," 
she said. 
A native from Lackawanna, 
New York, Macaluso attended 
MountMe~yA~ernyw~cshe 
described herself as a rebel 
"I didn ' tdo my homework:, and 
I hated school," she said. 
During her four years in high 
school, she taught a religion course 
on Saturdays to the public school 
children, and that began her love 
of children and teaching. 
She came to JCU intending to 
,._,~~,_Fry 
Michelle Macaluso 
earn a degree in education, but the 
future held events that would come 
to change her decision. 
The biggest influence in her 
dccis1on to be a doctor is her work 
at the Kamana Place, an assisted 
living home for persons with 
AIDS. Through Project Gold, 
Macaluso became the co-chair-
person of this committee. 
"I wanted toconcenuateon my 
Mayfield & Warrensville 
LATE Mon-Thurs "til 2 am 
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grades freshman year, and then as 
a sophomore, I decided I needed 
to get more .involved and I was 
Macaluso. 
Though a difficull decision, 
Macaluso felt strongly about go-
ing to the Kamana Place. 
"I was nervous the flrst time I 
went I kept concentrating on the 
fact that they were dying. I was 
looking at all of the negative." 
But as time went on, she be-
came more and more comfortable 
with the residents there and now is 
amazed at what she has learned. 
"They (the residents) have an 
interesting insight into life. They 
teach me so much," she said. 
For even the most optimistic 
person. this job would be draining. 
Dealing with death is painful for 
anyone. And though at the start of 
her volunteenng, Macaluso and 
her committee were told to sepa-
rate themselves from the resident-;, 
forming relationships became in-
evitable. She became attached to 
them. and that has made their 
deaths all the more difficult 
"It is devastating to see some-
one you care about die. but some-
how,itbecomesapositivecxpcri· 
ence," she said. "People think that 
itwouldbedepressingtogo,but it 
has become worthwhile for me 
and the people I take care of." 
In the five months she has vol-
unteered there, Macaluso has 
grown close to one particular resi-
dent, Mike. She smiled as she 
spoke of him, but was unaware at 
the time that Milce had passed 
away the night before. 
"We tend to forget that from 
week to week, the people who 
'ml 'Ollt "Of ~ will 
change," said Macaluso. 
And though it has been a very 
trying experience, Macaluso said 
she wouldn't go back and do any-
thing differenL Even though she 
ends up losing a friend in the end, 
she has become more apprecia-
tive of life because of that loss. 
"Talking to someone who is 
terminally ill makes you appreci-
ate life," said Macaluso. "You 
don't think about it, but being able 
to get out of bed and walk around 
every day is a blessing." 
Macaluso has had a band in 
this year's AIDS Awareness 
Week, as the co-chairperson of 
the subcommitte for AIDS of the 
Student Issues Committee. 
She hopes that eventually her 
career in medicine will lead her to 
work with AIDS patients. But, for 
the time being, she will continue 
her work at the Karnana Place. 
"John Carroll students should 
take more away from Carroll than 
just academic abilities," Macaluso 
said. "They should learn more 
about themselves." 
Justlilcetherearemany reasons 
why different walks of life gather 
at Arabica, the diversity in the 
Kamana Place is similar. They 
too are scoffed at because of the 
way they look or how they be-
have. At the Kamana Place live a 
homosexual, a prostitute, and a 
junkie, and they come together to 
fight death. 
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Grapplers prepare for OAC 
Championship at Baldwin-Wallace 




The John Carroll wrestling 
team faces their biggest chal-
lenge of the season at the Ohio 
Athletic Conference Champion-
ship this Saturday at Baldwin-
Wallace. 
The Streaks have their 1991 
OAC title to defend. and the cards 
seemstackedintheirfavor. They 
have not suffered any major in-
juries and are the favorites to win 
the team championship. 
"We've been really lucky this 
year,knockonwood, we've been 
in excellent health", said head 
coach Kerry Volkmann. 
"Findlay and Ashland are very 
physical teams so we're lucky 
we came away with no signifi-
cant injuries. We're hoping to 
stay healthy for Saturday ... 
The Streaks seem to have an-
other point on their side besides 
health, they have not lost since 
November30, against Cleveland 
State. Theirwinningmomemtum 
would seem to provide them with 
an even bigger advantage. 
.. Judging from our OAC dual 
meet results, we were~. in that 
endeavor and we fared fairly well 
against OAC competition", said 
Volkmann. "However, the 
championship is secondary to the 
number of people qualifying for 
nationals." 
Volkmann hopes to have as 
many wrestlers qualify for the 
nationals as possible and believes 
that the team has an excellent 
opportunity to take a large group 
of competitors to Trenton, NJ if 
they remain exceptionally fo-
cused. 
Volkmann believes that Dan 
Single, Dave Buclciso, and Dave 
McOafferty will compete in key 
'~' '':'\., ,.Mike . ,. Darlene Sheehan . 
,.. &ru~r 1Jivlara .:>roth :· Frosh.guard Sheehan 
~ftntshe<ttttw season"-' ·:.scored 26 points onl o-
-ranked ·.seventh ih ,.17 shooting from the 
scoring (16.3 ppg). fleld onSaturday. ·She 
third in .rebounding scored 43 points ·and 
(8.5 rpg). and third .in 'shot 18-31 from the 
lleld gOal percentage floor ln the Streaks' 




The 1992 xavier Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes & 
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level 
courses offered in the areas of Arts & Sciences, Business, 
Education, Professional Studies & Social Sciences from 
May 18-August 14. For your copy 
call or write: 
~VIEK 
m Summer Sessions UNIVERSITY 
13800 Victory Parkway Cincinnati, OH 45207·3123 513/7 45-3601 
Xav~r Ulliwnily is a11 academic cQfMUI/riry commilled to et(lllll Of!portw«:Y.Jor 
all penoM regtmllus of age, sa. raa, religiotl, ltaNJjc.ap, or.lta1wnal or1g111. 
matches on Saturday. 
Single competes against Mount 
Union's returning All-American 
Dan Bobish in heavy-weight 
competition. 
Buckiso, two time defending 
champion, woo the conference title 
a year ago but faces a tough match 
against Ohio Northern's Fred 
Boulton. Boullon defeated 
Buckiso at the OAC dual meet 
McOafferty prepares for his 
fust OAC championship against 
last year's runner-up and national 
ql:!llifier Curtis Thompson from 
Ohio Northern. 
.. McClafferty has been gradu-
ally improving and has the great-
est challenge because he does not 
have as much experience as his 
competitor," said Volkmann. 
Overall, Volkmanne.'tpectsthe 
Streaks to perform well, but coo-
tends that the team's focus is on 
placing in the national townament 
and poducing All-Americans. 
"I feel suongly that we are ca-
pable of doing it and if we had a 
great day we could qualify all 10 
of our wrestlers," said Volkmann. 
'"The team really had a great year 
and everyone has had the opportu-
nity to compete." 
Brennan M. Lafferty 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The John Carroll women's 
basketball team entertained an 
overmatched Hiram College 
squad Tuesday night and litet-
allyratl away with the victcry in 
anOACtoumamentquanetfmal 
match at Carroll Gym. 
The Streaks took advantage 
of Hiram· s sloppy ball handling 
and convened their fast break 
into easy layups in the 91-68 
Carron romp. 
"We put things together 
well," said head coach Rox.anne 
Allen. 'This was exacLly the 
way we wanted to play." 
Carroll pulled ahead in the 
early going of the contest and 
didnotlookback. They led 17-
8 with 11:40 left in the first half 
and built a comfortable 40-27 
lead at the half. 
FiUingtheJane and the hoop 
in the fast half for Carroll was 
sopbQm<xeCindy Sbumaket(l2 
points) and freshman Darlene 
Sheehan (seven points). 
Unfortunately for the Terri-
ers. the second half was not 
much better as the game 
looked more like a Carroll 
highlight film than a basket-
ballgame. 
The Streaks' pesJcy de-
fense, led by junior forward 
SbeuiStcdeiand sophomore 
Michelle Bielozer, hounded 
Hiram's guards fO£ 16 steals 
and belped the Terriers Lo 
commit 26 turnovers in the 
game. 
Shumaker finished the 
contest with 22 points, while 
Skedel added 16, and 
Sheehan 14. 
With the win in the tour-
nament, #3CarroU now looks 
forward to playing the win-
ner of the 1#2 Musk.ingum--#7 
Ohio Northern qUarterfinal 
maJCb. The Streaks will have 
to navel to Muslcingum un-
less the lower ranked Polar 
Bears of ONU can upset the 
Muskies. If ONU wins. 
Carroll will host the semifi-
nal game this week. 
No matter who the Streaks 
play, Allen believes ''this win 
will give us a boost going 
into the semifmals." 
anyone 
who thinks a 
drinking problem 
is running out 
of beer. 
How do you know when a friend or relative bas an alcohol problem? How do you 
help? Tune into our 12-part radio series, "Thinking About Drinking," and hear how 
people gain victory over alcohol problems. How drinking affects your health, 
relationships, family, school and career. Listen. You might learn some things you'U 
never hear at a keg party. 
.I I I I '\ I'. I '\ ( I \ I \ ( ) [ ., I ) I\ I '\ I'. I '\ ( ' 
Tune In: Wednesday 10:00 am Weekly 
WUJC 88.7 FM John Carroll University 
Oostnbuted by We5tem Public Radio Fun<kd by !he Roben Wood jobll500 foundation. 
--
-
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Streaks bow to MarieHa, 72-67, in OAC Tourney 
Saphomore guard John Bufford finished the season tied for 
third in t1'1e OAC in scoring with Hiram's John Lampe with 487 
points and a 19.5 average. Bufford also ranked ninth in 
assists with 3.3 per game. The Streaks concluded the season 
with a 12-t4 and 6-13 OAC reoord. -p~Dollyo...sir<.b 
~~--------------1 . ____________ __ 
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The John Carroll men's bas-
ketball team hosted a Ohio Ath-
letic Conference tournament game 
for the first time Monday night, 
thanks to a 72-62 victory over 
Marietta on Saturday afternoon. 
The Streaks faced Marietta 
again in thefirstroundoftheOAC 
tournament on Monday night. 
With home court advantage and a 
fresh victory over Marietta, one 
might think that the Streaks were 
on the road to another victory. 
Unfortunately, that was not the 
case. MariettadefeatedtheStreaks 
72-67 ending JCU's postseason 
action. 
Head coach Tim Baab believes 
the key difference between 
Saturday's victory and Monday's 
defeat was the Streaks' inability 
to execute at the line. 
"If a team doesn't make free 
throws they don't win," said Baab. 
"It's that simple." 
The Streaks were 0-5 in free 
throw attempts at the half and 
improved to 8-20 by the close of 
the game. Marietta outshot the 
Streaks converting 21-24 at the 
line. 
The Streaks repeated their last 
two seasons winning just as many 
conference ames this season. 
Although Baab was disap-
pointed with the loss, he was 
pleased with the team's perfor-
rnancc this season. 
"We made great strides as 
team," said Baab. 
TheStreaksloseseniorsAndy 
Suttel, Sean O'Toole, Dave 
Stukus, and Mike Toth to gradu-
ation. The Streaks need tore-
cruit players to fill the post posi-
tions vacated by the seniors. 
However, Baab believes that the 
Streakshaveastrongfoundation 
for next season. 
"Our young guys grew and 
matured and we have better days 
ahead," said Baab. ''I'm particu-
larly pleased with the strides 
made by Shannon Vickers, John 
Bufford, Levell Hall, and Pete 
Duggan." 
Toth and Vickers figure 
prominently in the league's statis-
tical leaders. Toth is seventh in 
scoring (16.3 ppg), third in re-
bounding (8.5rpg), and thlrd in 
field goal percentage (.591). 
Vickers was first in field goal per-
centage, hitting 114-180 (.633) of 
his shots from the floor this sea-
son. 
Guards Bufford and Hall also 
finished as league leaders. Bufford 
tied for third with Hiram's John 
Lampe in scoring with 487 points, 
a 19.5 average. He also ranked 
ninth in assists with 3.3 per game. 
HaJJ ranked I Oth in assists with a 
3.3 average, just one assist behind 
Bufford. 
The Streaks finish the season 
with a 12-14and6-130ACrecord. 
Alumni basketball game 
Senior Tom Larkin, former four player, takes a 
during last Saturday's Alumni basketballgame.He makes 
shot. .,._, ~~y Amm 
T~e r~~+~iJe Mu~it [(u~ ~ 
Ccrner of Cdar anJ &. Oaylor- Cle~e. Dits. ~ 
24 hr. info-line 321·4072 
Now Available at Peabody's Cafe 
Philly Connection Sandwiches 
Cheesesteak, Hoagies, Subs & More 
First Cat Ekoostik 
Word Free Hooka 
Air 
River 
The Word Tokyo Runt Reggae 
Reggae Rodeo Spook Nation 
Floaters 
8 11 12 13 14 
Caesar Stick From Black Alex Chicago Reggae People Hole Bevan The Bop Jokers 
Kats 
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22 Mcieti ldngdom of lrdle 
24 "Amml. amu I !ewe • 
·John O'I<Nia - -
21 Dllpa,ldlod 47 Ravel companion 
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SO Superman. 10 21 Cly 
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classifieds 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND 
EXCELLENT BUSINESS 
EXPERIENCE!! Openings 
available for individuals or student 
organizations to promote lhecoWltty's 
most successful SPRING BREAK 
FAST FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM Fraternities. sororities, 
student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in 
one week. Plusreceivea$1000bonus 
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just 
for calling 1-800-932-0528 exL 65. 
tours. Call Inter ..Campus Programs 1--------------1 
at 1-800-327-6013 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break 
packages. Good pay & fun. Call 
CMl 1-800-423-5264 
EXTRA INCOME '92 Earn $200 
$500 weekly mailing 1992 ttavel 
brochures. For more information send 
a self-addressed stamped envelope 
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA 
BEACHES FUN IN THE SUN, 4/ 
Rm. prices. Daytona $139, Panama 
City $129 Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trans 
Availalbe. Call Michelle at 371 -
9155. CMI at 1800-423-5263. 
Sublets Needed: Large law fiJlll 
looking for home/apartments for law 
students who are clerking in 
Cleveland during summer months. 
Call Roche1le Golenberg 687-8817. 
to: ATW Travel, P.O. Box 430780,1------------t 
Miami, FL 33143 ALASKA SUMMER 
_ EMPLOYEMEI\'T- fisheries Earn 
PANAMACITYSpringBreak$216 S600+/week in cannery, $8,000 -
with ttansportation, $129 without $12,000+ for two months on fishing 
ttansportation. Cal!Michelleat371- vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No 
9155 or Mau at 397-5248. experience necessary. Male or 
1-------------1 ~- For 68-page employment 
Earn $10.50/hr. part-timetnexible 
hours in sales. University Heights 
Area. Ca11201-408-5558. 
booke1et, send $10.95 to M&L 
Research, Box 84088, Seanle, WA 
98124-8408 --30day, UfiCOnditional, 
- - -l 100% money back guarantee. 
Rent a full-featured cellular phonel- ----------1 
for only $4.95 per month. For more $EASY MONEY!!! I will pay $25 
information call Peter at 371-8631 for your phone book. Call Lee 
1- -----------1 Ramsey collect at 615-577-7237 
Math & Statistics tutoring; all levels; 1-- -----------1 
David 691-0812, anytime. LL Thanks for the weekend!! BJ 
~~r 
PFdtnl~ 
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have you heard this one? 
Top Ten Worst Spring Break 
Destinations and Activities: 
1. Youngstown 
2. Gary. Indiana 
3. Swimmlng in the Ganges River 
4. DeKalb. Illinois 
5. Breezewood. Pennsylvania 
6. Riding a Greyhound Bus 
anywhere 
7. Fishing in the Persian Gulf 
8. Calcutta. India 
9. Tabatlnga. South America 






MILLOR ORATOR INFORMATION 
• The Millar Orator speaks as the representative for the 
Graduating Class at Commencement. 
• The Millar Orator must be a graduating in May. 
• Applications will be sent to each Senior and may also 
be obtained in the Dean of Students Office. 
• All applications and a typed copy of your speech --~ 
must be received in the Dean of stutten s Offic-e bY 
Friday, March 13. 




Director of Student Activities 
. Student Life Office 
or 
Tony DiMaria (691-9642) 
